
Letter regarding Dragon Global Finance from Founders, CEO, Directors
August 21, 2021

Dear Members,

We need to address some concerns everyone has been having. Just like you, we
as the Founders, CEO, and Directors of the Unicorn Network group of companies,
are disappointed in the current situation happening with Dragon Global Finance’s
performance thus far as a strategic partner. We can clearly see everyone’s
comments, concerns, and questions regarding the delays and challenges in
various areas.

Since Dragon Global Finance is a third party, we are not responsible for the
actions of Dragon Global Finance, however if our members are not treated
correctly, we need to put the partnership in question. While we value all our
strategic partners, and we do see improvement in some areas from the Dragon
Global Finance Team, however due to the extended time with many important
issues still unresolved, we have therefore taken some further actions as noted
below to get resolution on these points as quickly as possible for everyone.

We have spoken with Mr. Anthony Norman, the Director of Dragon Global Finance
(Dragon Global Solutions Limited), where we clearly set for him a deadline to
clearly explain/clarify/fullfill the points noted below, and he has until Friday,
August 27, 2021 to reply with specifics on each topic noted below.

Concerns being addressed:
Withdrawal delays
Deposit issues
PerNum Wallet Upgrades still unprocessed (IBANS, Virtual & Physical Debit
Cards)
Weekly update videos not posted consistently
Lack of written updates on important points in a timely fashion
Unicorn Network reverse takeover
Other related account issues

Additionally, both the Dragon Global Finance Team and the Unicorn Network Team
are working together to improve the functions of LIQ/LIQY vs. LAM vs. YEM
(ability to readily convert & use LIQ/LIQY with YEM).



We have notified Anthony that they need to give us a fixed ultimate deadline
when/how each point above is solved and they have until Friday, August 27, 2021
to reply. We have also clearly stated that if they fail to reply in a timely fashion or
fail to reply clearly with solutions on the points above, then we will need to take
further action as appropriate.

It brings us no joy to share these updates with everyone, however we hope you
understand that we, as the Unicorn Network Teams (including the Founders, CEO,
and Directors) are always looking out for you, our valued members, and we will
continue to keep everyone posted as we have further updates.

Thank you all for your continued patience, support, and understanding.

Best regards,
The Founders, CEO, and Directors of of the Unicorn Network group of companies




